Abstract-Clustering is the division of data into groups of similar objects. The main objective of this unsupervised learning technique is to find a natural grouping or meaningful partition by using a distance or similarity function. Clustering is mainly used for dimensionality reduction, prototype selectionlabstractions for pattern classification, data reorganization and indexing and for detecting outliers and noisy patterns. Clustering techniques are applied in pattern classification schemes, hioinformatics, data mining, web mining, biometrics, document processing, remote sensed data analysis, biomedical data analysis, etc., in which the data size is very large. In this paper, an efficient incremental clustering algorithm -'Leaders-Subleaders' -an extension of leader algorithm, suitable for protein sequences of hioinformatics is proposed for effective clustering and prototype selection for pattern classification. It is another simple and efficient technique to generate a hierarchical structure for finding the suhgroupslsuhclusters within each cluster which may be used to find the superfamily, family and subfamily relationships of protein sequences. The experimental results (classification accuracy using the prototypes obtained and the computation time) of the proposed algorithm are compared with that of leader based and nearest neighbour classifier (NNC) methods. It is found to be computationally efficient when compared to NNC. Classification accuracy obtained using the representatives generated by the Leaders-Subleaders method is found to be better, than that of using leaders as representatives and it 'approaches to that of NNC if sequential search is used on the sequences from the selected subcluster.
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INTRODUCTION
Clustering is an active research topic in pattern recognition, data mining, statistics and machine learning with diverse emphasis. The earlier approaches do not adequately consider the fact that the data set can he too large and may not fit in the main memory of some computers. In bioinformatics, the number of protein sequences is now more than half a million. It is necessary to devise efficient algorithms to minimize the disk U 0 operations. The problem we have considered here is : Given a set of protein sequences, design and implement efficient clustering techniques to find meaningful partitinndgroupings so as to improve the classification accuracy and reduce the disk U 0 operations, computation time and space requirements. Also, to find an alternative and efficient scheme to generate a hierarchical'structure of protein sequences. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, various clustering approaches used so far are mentioned in brief. Section 3 contains basics of molecular biology, significance of protein sequence comparison and clustering and related work. Section 4 contains the details of the proposed method. Experimental results and discussions are presented in section 5. Conclusions and further research scope are provided in section 6.
. 
CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES

PROTEIN SEQUENCE CLUSTERING
Basics of moleculur biologv DNA (Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid) is a sequence of 4 bases/nucleotides Adenine(A), Guanine(G), Thymine(T) and Cytosine(C). DNA is transcribed into RNA (Ribose Nucleic Acid) which contains Uracil(U) instead of Thymine. RNA ( "A) is further translated into proteins. Proteins are sequences composed of an alphabet of 20 amino acids; Three baseslnucleotides of a DNAImRNA code for an amino acid. In protein sequences, the amino acids are abbreviated using single letter codes such as A for Alanine, S for Serine and so on [SI, [6] . They contain the substitution valueslcosts for , all pairs of 20 amino acids.. Gap penalty is to be properly selected. Higher the score value, sequences are more similar.
Score of an alignment
Let sequence a = ' ATTGGTA and sequence b = AGGCTC. One possible alignment is
where, 1 5 i 5 1 . 1 is the length,of the.aligned sequence and D. is the cost of an operation. The costs are defined by biologists for insertion, deletion and substitutions (for both match and mismatch). Scores are calculated for the subsequences aligned in local alignment and for the entire aligned length in case of global alignment. Protein sequence similarity score. can be used in clustering.similar sequences or classifying a newltest sequence to a known protein class/group/family. Similar protein sequences, probably have similar biccheinical function and three dimensional stmcture. If two sequences from different organisms are similar, they may have a common ancestor sequence and sequences are said to be homologous. Protein sequence clustering helps in classifying a new sequence, retrieve a set of similar sequences for a given query sequence, predicting the protein structure of an unknown sequence and finding the superfamily, family and subfamjly relationships of protein sequences. Single linkage clustering method is computationally very expensive for large set of protein sequences and it also suffers from c h a i i g effect, Even in graph based approaches the distance matrix values are to be calculated and is also expensive for large data sets. In both the cases, distance matrix may not be accomodated in main memory and it increases the . .
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disk 110 operations. Here, we propose a method to extend the leader algorithm as it is a simple incremental clustering algorithm with a time complexity of O(n) (one database scan) and space complexity of O(Ld). In the proposed method, the leader algorithm is extended to generate a hierarchical structure with clusters (leaders as representatives) in the first level and subclusters (subleaders aS.representatives) in the second level. The proposed method and the experimental results are discussed in the following sections.
PROPOSED METHOD
Leader is an incremental algorithm in which each of the L clusters is represented by a leader. L clusters are generated using a suitable threshold value. In this method, the first pattern is selected as the leader of a cluster and the remaining patterns are classified depending on the existing leaders (Lds) or may become leader of a new cluster. As an extension of leader algorithm, we have implemented LeadersSubleaders algorithm. In this method, after finding L leaders using the leader algorithm, subleaders (Sublds) are generated within each cluster represented by a leader, choosing a suitable subthreshold value. Thus, Leaders-Subleaders alga:.
rithm creates L clusterslleaders and SLi subleaders'in the ith cluster as shown in Figure I . Subleaders are the representatives of the subclusters and they inturn help in classifying the given newhest pattern more accurately. This algorithm generates subgroups/subclusters,within each cluster as required in many applications. Thus, it generates a hierarchical structure .and this procedure may be extended to more than two levels.
A two level hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 2 can be generated in only two database scans and is computationally less expensive compared to other hierarchical clustering algorithms. Space complexity of Leaders-Subleaders algorithm is
O ( ( L + S L ) d ) ,
where LandSLarethetotal numberofleaders and subleaders respectively and their sum is less than the total number of patterns -n. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of leader and LeadersSubleaders algorithm, a protein sequence family with known subfamilies/groups is considered.
Protein sequence data set: [18] is used with necessary modifications for finding the similarity score. PAM250 scoring matrix is used in our program.
The experiments were done on Intel pentium-4 processor based machine having a clock frequency of 1700 Mhz and 512 MB RAM. In each case, different threshold and subthreshold values were used for leader and Leaders-Subleaders algorithms. The best results are reported here due to space constraints. From the results obtained (as shown in Table I ). it is evident that both the algorithms performed well cumpared to the nearest neighbour approach L4] in terms of computation time. Leaders-Subleaders algorithm gives better accuracy compared to leader algorithm. Classification accuracy increases when sequential search is used for the selected cluster (Seq-Ser-Lds) or subcluster (Seq-Ser-Lds-Sublds). Training time is the time taken for generating leaders or leaders and subleaders. Testing time is the time taken for classifying all the test patterns. After the training phase, testing time is very less for leader and Leaders-Subleaders algorithms but increases for Seq-Ser-Lds and Seq-Ser-Lds-Sublds algorithms. Even then, they are less compared to NNC. Seq-Ser-Lds algorithm require more testing time as it searches an entire cluster and its accuracy can be as that of NNC. The leader and Leaders-Subleaders algorithms require only one and two database scans respectively. Time complexity of these algorithms is O(n) as compared to single link algorithm whose time complexity is 0 ( n 3 d ) .
Though the results are given here for a small data set, the proposed algorithm is applicable for large data sets. The results presented are for the case where data could be accomodated in the main memory. For large data sets, the prototypes selected are written to disk after the training phase. Then. only the time taken for the testing phase using these representatives is to be compared between the algorithms used. The space requirement will bereduced as only these representatives are to be stored in the main memory during the testing phase. Even if more number of prototypes are generated, search space is less as only part of the hierarchical structure is searched. The disk 110 time, which is more critical than the computation time, can be reduced for leader and Leaders-Subleaders algorithms as compared to single link algorithm.
. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, experimental results of Leaders-Subleaders algorithm on a protein sequence data set show that it performs well by properly tuning the threshold and subthreshold values. Sequential search in the selected cluster or subcluster gives classification accuracy nearly same as nearest neighbour method. Hierarchical Structure with required number ..of levels can be generated by using Leaders-Subleaders algorithm to find the subgroupslsubclusters within each cluster i t low computation cost and this may be used to find the superfamily, family and subfamily relationships in protein sequences. We further aim at clustering a large set of protein sequences consisting of sequences from various families and evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm with necessary modifications. Also, we would like to compare the classification accuracy and computation time for large data sets with few more algorithms. The proposed algorithm can also be used on numerical data sets, text and web document collection.
